Geography Militant Cultures Of Exploration And Empire
Getting the books geography militant cultures of exploration and empire now is not type of challenging means. You could not forlorn going as
soon as ebook hoard or library or borrowing from your connections to admission them. This is an extremely simple means to specifically get lead by
on-line. This online message geography militant cultures of exploration and empire can be one of the options to accompany you behind having other
time.
It will not waste your time. allow me, the e-book will utterly sky you additional event to read. Just invest tiny era to right to use this on-line notice
geography militant cultures of exploration and empire as skillfully as review them wherever you are now.

Ireland and the British Empire
- Kevin Kenny 2004-05-27
Modern Irish history was determined by the rise, expansion, and decline
of the British Empire. And British imperial history, from the age of
Atlantic expansion to the age of decolonization, was moulded in part by
Irish experience. But the nature of Ireland's position in the Empire has
always been a matter of contentious dispute. Was Ireland a sister
kingdom and equal partner in a larger British state? Or was it, because
of its proximity and strategic importance, the Empire's mostsubjugated
colony? Contemporaries disagreed strongly on these questions, and
historians continue to do so. Questions of this sort can only be answered
historically: Ireland's relationship with Britain and the Empire developed
and changed over time, as did the Empire itself. This book offers the
firstcomprehensive history of the subject from the early modern era
through the contemporary period. The contributors seek to specify the
nature of Ireland's entanglement with empire over time: from the
conquest and colonization of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
through the consolidation of Ascendancy rule in the eighteenth, the Act
of Union in the period 1801-1921, the emergence of an Irish Free State
and Republic, and eventual withdrawal from the British Commonwealth
in 1948. They alsoconsider the participation of Irish people in the Empire
overseas, as soldiers, administrators, merchants, migrants, and
geography-militant-cultures-of-exploration-and-empire

missionaries; the influence of Irish social, administrative, and
constitutional precedents in other colonies; and the impact of Irish
nationalism and independence on the Empire atlarge. The result is a new
interpretation of Irish history in its wider imperial context which is also
filled with insights on the origins, expansion, and decline of the British
Empire.This book offers the first comprehensive history of Ireland and
the British Empire from the early modern era through the contemporary
period. The contributors examine each phase of Ireland's entanglement
with the Empire, from conquest and colonisation to independence, along
with the extensive participation of Irish people in the Empire overseas,
and the impact of Irish politics and nationalism on other British colonies.
The result is a new interpretation of Irish history in its wider
imperialcontext which is also filled with insights on the origins,
expansion, and decline of the British Empire.SERIES DESCRIPTIONThe
purpose of the five volumes of the Oxford History of the British Empire
was to provide a comprehensive study of the Empire from its beginning
to end, the meaning of British imperialism for the ruled as well as the
rulers, and the significance of the British Empire as a theme in world
history. The volumes in the Companion Series carry forward this purpose
by exploring themes that were not possible to cover adequately in the
main series, and to provide fresh interpretations of significanttopics.
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Department of The Army 2017-09-04
Field Manual (FM) 3-05.212 presents a series of concise, proven
techniques and guidelines that are essential to safe and successful
waterborne operations. It provides a consolidated reference for training
and employing Special Forces (SF) and Marines in all types of
waterborne operations. Waterborne operations involve the employment
of forces from waterborne platforms to meet objectives ashore; they may
be in support of or independent from amphibious operations. This FM
covers the entire spectrum of waterborne operations as they apply to
United States (U.S.) Army SF and U.S. Marines. It provides detailed
operational planning considerations for the following: small boat
operations, surface swimming operations, dive operations, submarine
operations (SUBOPS), riverine operations, and air operations (AIROPS).
It also provides information on a variety of associated subject areas. The
most common measurements used in waterborne operations are
expressed throughout the text and in many cases are U.S. standard
terms rather than metric. Appendix A consists of conversion tables that
may be used when mission requirements or environments change.
The Practice of Strategy
- John Andreas Olsen 2011-10-27
The Practice of Strategy focuses on grand strategy and military strategy
as practiced over an extended period of time and under very different
circumstances, from the campaigns of Alexander the Great to
insurgencies and counter-insurgencies in present-day Afghanistan and
Iraq. It presents strategy as it pertained not only to wars, campaigns,
and battles, but also to times of peace that were over-shadowed by the
threat of war. The book is intended to deepen understanding of the
phenomena and logic of strategy by reconstructing the considerations
and factors that shaped imperial and nation-state policies. Through
historical case studies, the book sheds light on a fundamental question:
is there a unity to all strategic experience? Adopting the working
definition of strategy as 'the art of winning by purposely matching ends,
ways and means,' these chapters deal with the intrinsic nature of war
and strategy and the characteristics of a particular strategy in a given
conflict. They show that a specific convergence of political objectives,

Mobilities of Knowledge - Heike Jöns 2017-01-16
This collection of essays examines how spatial mobilities of people and
practices, technologies and objects, knowledge and ideas have shaped
the production, circulation, and transfer of knowledge in different
historical and geographical contexts. Targeting an interdisciplinary
audience, Mobilities of Knowledge combines detailed empirical analyses
with innovative conceptual approaches. The first part scrutinizes
knowledge circulation, transfer, and adaption, focussing on the
interpersonal communication process, early techniques of papermaking,
a geographical text, indigenous knowledge in exploration, the genealogy
of spatial analysis, and different disciplinary knowledges about the
formation of cities, states, and agriculture. The second part analyses the
interplay of mediators, networks, and learning by studying academic
careers, travels, and collaborations within the British Empire, public
internationalism in Geneva, the global transfer of corporate knowledge
through expatriation, graduate mobility from the global south to the
global north, and the international mobility of degree programs in higher
education.This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license.
Tournament of Shadows - Karl E. Meyer 2009-03-17
From the romantic conflicts of the Victorian Great Game to the war-torn
history of the region in recent decades, Tournament of Shadows traces
the struggle for control of Central Asia and Tibet from the 1830s to the
present. The original Great Game, the clandestine struggle between
Russia and Britain for mastery of Central Asia, has long been regarded as
one of the greatest geopolitical conflicts in history. Many believed that
control of the vast Eurasian heartland was the key to world dominion.
The original Great Game ended with the Russian Revolution, but the
geopolitical struggles in Central Asia continue to the present day. In this
updated edition, the authors reflect on Central Asia's history since the
end of the Russo-Afghan war, and particularly in the wake of 9/11.
Geography Militant - Felix Driver 2000-10-03
Geography Militant is a compelling account of the relations between
geographical knowledge, exploration and empire.
Fm 3-05.212 Special Forces Waterborne Operations - Headquarters
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operational schemes of manoeuvre, tactical moves and countermoves,
technological innovations and limitations, geographic settings, transient
emotions and more made each conflict studied unique. Yet, despite the
extraordinary variety of the people, circumstances, and motives
discussed in this book, there is a strong case for continuity in the
application of strategy from the olden days to the present. Together,
these chapters reveal that grand strategy and military strategy have
elements of continuity and change, art and science. They further suggest
that the element of continuity lies in the essential nature of strategy and
war, while the element of change lies in the character of individual
strategies and wars.
Class and Its Others
- J. K. Gibson-Graham 2000
A surprising and innovative look at class that proposes new approaches
to this important topic While references to gender, race, and class are
everywhere in social theory, class has not received the kind of theoretical
and empirical attention accorded to gender and race. A welcome and
much-needed corrective, this book offers a novel theoretical approach to
class and an active practice of class analysis. The authors offer new and
compelling ways to look at class through examinations of such topics as
sex work, the experiences of African American women as domestic
laborers, and blue- and white-collar workers. Their work acknowledges
that individuals may participate in various class relations at one moment
or over time and that class identities are multiple and changing,
interacting with other aspects of identity in contingent and unpredictable
ways. The essays in the book focus on class difference, class
transformation and change, and on the intersection of class, race,
gender, sexuality, and other dimensions of identity. They find class in
seemingly unlikely places-in households, parent-child relationships, and
self-employment-and locate class politics on the interpersonal level as
well as at the level of enterprises, communities, and nations. Taken
together, they will prompt a rethinking of class and class subjectivity that
will expand social theory. Contributors: Enid Arvidson, U of Texas,
Arlington; Jenny Cameron, Monash U, Australia; Harriet Fraad; Janet
Hotch; Susan Jahoda, U of Massachusetts, Amherst; Amitava Kumar, U of
geography-militant-cultures-of-exploration-and-empire

Florida; Cecilia Marie Rio; Jacquelyn Southern; Marjolein van der Veen.
Geopiracy - Joel Wainwright 2012-10-30
Geopiracy is a study of the 'Bowman expeditions'—a project through
which geographers, with funding from the US Army, are mapping the
'human terrain' of foreign lands. Wainwright offers a critique of human
geography today that draws on contemporary social theory to raise
unsettling questions about the nature of geography's disciplinary
formation.
Open Veins of Latin America - Eduardo Galeano 1997
[In this book, the author's] analysis of the effects and causes of capitalist
underdevelopment in Latin America present [an] account of ... Latin
American history. [The author] shows how foreign companies reaped
huge profits through their operations in Latin America. He explains the
politics of the Latin American bourgeoisies and their subservience to
foreign powers, and how they interacted to create increasingly unequal
capitalist societies in Latin America.-Back cover.
Globalizing Justice - Richard W. Miller 2010-03-18
Governments, firms and people in developed countries, above all, the
United States, by failing to live up to these responsibilities, take
advantage of people in developing countries.
Masters of All They Surveyed
- D. Graham Burnett 2001-09-20
Chronicling the British pursuit of the legendary El Dorado, Masters of All
They Surveyed tells the fascinating story of geography, cartography, and
scientific exploration in Britain's unique South American colony, Guyana.
How did nineteenth-century Europeans turn areas they called terra
incognita into bounded colonial territories? How did a tender-footed
gentleman, predisposed to seasickness (and unable to swim), make his
way up churning rivers into thick jungle, arid savanna, and forbidding
mountain ranges, survive for the better part of a decade, and emerge
with a map? What did that map mean? In answering these questions, D.
Graham Burnett brings to light the work of several such explorers,
particularly Sir Robert H. Schomburgk, the man who claimed to be the
first to reach the site of Ralegh's El Dorado. Commissioned by the Royal
Geographical Society and later by the British Crown, Schomburgk
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explored and mapped regions in modern Brazil, Venezuela, and Guyana,
always in close contact with Amerindian communities. Drawing heavily
on the maps, reports, and letters that Schomburgk sent back to England,
and especially on the luxuriant images of survey landmarks in his Twelve
Views in the Interior of Guiana (reproduced in color in this book),
Burnett shows how a vast network of traverse surveys, illustrations, and
travel narratives not only laid out the official boundaries of British
Guiana but also marked out a symbolic landscape that fired the British
imperial imagination. Engagingly written and beautifully illustrated,
Masters of All They Surveyed will interest anyone who wants to
understand the histories of colonialism and science.
In Darkest Africa - Henry Morton Stanley 1890

a route to India around the horn of Africa was not only a brilliant
breakthrough in navigation but heralded a complete upset of the world
order. For the next century, no European empire was more ambitious, no
rulers more rapacious than the kings of Portugal. In the process they
created the first long-range maritime empire and set in motion the forces
of globalization that now shape our world. At Crowley’s hand, the
complete story of the Portuguese empire and the human cost of its
ambition can finally be told. Praise for Conquerors “Excellent . . .
Crowley’s interpretations are nuanced and fair.”—The Christian Science
Monitor “In a riveting narrative, Crowley chronicles Portugal's
horrifically violent trajectory from ‘impoverished, marginal’ nation to
European power, vying with Spain and Venice to dominate the spice
trade.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Brings to life the Portuguese
explorers . . . perfect for anyone who likes a high seas tale.”—Publishers
Weekly “Readers of Crowley’s previous books will not be disappointed by
this exciting tale of sea battles, land campaigns and shipwrecks. . . .
Crowley makes a good case for reclaiming Portugal’s significance as
forger of the first global empire.”—The Daily Telegraph “Crowley has
shown a rare gift for combining compelling narrative with lightly worn
academic thoroughness as well as for balancing the human with the
geopolitical—qualities on display here. The story he has to tell may be a
thrilling one but not every historian could tell it so thrillingly.”—Michael
Prodger, Financial Times “A fast-moving and highly readable narrative . .
. [Crowley’s] detailed reconstruction of events is based on a close
reading of the works of the chroniclers, notably Barros and Correa,
whose accounts were written in the tradition of the chronicles of
chivalry.”—History Today
Empire and mobility in the long nineteenth century - David Lambert
2020-06-08
Mobility was central to imperialism, from the human movements entailed
in exploration, travel and migration to the information, communications
and commodity flows vital to trade, science, governance and military
power. While historians have written on exploration, commerce, imperial
transport and communications networks, and the movements of slaves,

Conquerors - Roger Crowley 2015-12-01
In Conquerors, New York Times bestselling author Roger Crowley gives
us the epic story of the emergence of Portugal, a small, poor nation that
enjoyed a century of maritime supremacy thanks to the daring and
navigational skill of its explorers—a tactical advantage no other country
could match. Portugal’s discovery of a sea route to India, campaign of
imperial conquest over Muslim rulers, and domination of the spice trade
would forever disrupt the Mediterranean and build the first global
economy. Crowley relies on letters and eyewitness testimony to tell the
story of tiny Portugal’s rapid and breathtaking rise to power. Conquerors
reveals the Império Português in all of its splendor and ferocity, bringing
to life the personalities of the enterprising and fanatical house of Aviz.
Figures such as King Manuel “the Fortunate,” João II “the Perfect
Prince,” marauding governor Afonso de Albuquerque, and explorer Vasco
da Gama juggled their private ambitions and the public aims of the
empire, often suffering astonishing losses in pursuit of a global fortune.
Also central to the story of Portugal’s ascent was its drive to eradicate
Islamic culture and establish a Christian empire in the Indian Ocean.
Portuguese explorers pushed deep into the African continent in search of
the mythical Christian king Prester John, and they ruthlessly besieged
Indian port cities in their attempts to monopolize trade. The discovery of
geography-militant-cultures-of-exploration-and-empire
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soldiers and scientists, few have reflected upon the social, cultural,
economic and political significance of mobile practices, subjects and
infrastructures that underpin imperial networks, or examined the
qualities of movement valued by imperial powers and agents at different
times. This collection explores the intersection of debates on imperial
relations, colonialism and empire with emerging work on mobility. In
doing this, it traces how the movements of people, representations and
commodities helped to constitute the British empire from the lateeighteenth century through to the Second World War.
Geography Militant - Felix Driver 2000-10-03
Geography Militant is a compelling account of the relations between
geographical knowledge, exploration and empire.
Using Social Theory - Michael Pryke 2003-08-13
`If there is a single question that presses upon the intellect of the
current generation of social scientists, it is surely: "what do the great
insights of social theory imply for the way we conduct research and write
about the social world?". Until now there has been no single text to turn
to that explores the epistemological complexities of field work, the
problems of writing and language, and of the logics of inquiry that link
theory, method and evidence. Using Social Theory is a magisterial effort
to open up the black-box of research methods, and to provide students, in
a way that no other comparable text has done, with a road map for the
practice of the contemporary human sciences' - Michael Watts,
Chancellor's Professor of Geography and Director Institute of
International Studies, University of California, Berkeley `From "theory
talk to making it walk", Using Social Theory is one of the most useful and
interesting books on the market. The authors demonstrate how to use
philosophy and social theory as an indispensable toolkit for passionate
and rigorous research. Essential reading for students and teachers in the
social sciences and humanities' - Professor Elspeth Probyn, Department
of Gender Studies, University of Sydney Have you ever stopped to
wonder about the influences that underpin research? If you are thinking
about doing a piece of research, what difference might it make to the
question you ask, to your approach to empirical work, analysis and
geography-militant-cultures-of-exploration-and-empire

writing of research, if you are influenced by one theoretical approach
rather than another? The chapters in this innovative guide share a
common belief that thinking alongside ideas, philosophical persuasions,
is an integral part of the research process; it is not an optional extra. It
sets out ways to encourage the researcher to think through three key
moments of the research process: the production of a research question;
fieldwork; and analysis and writing. As the authors demonstrate,
research is not simply `done': it has to be thought about and thought
through. The book's accessible style makes it suitable for anyone wishing
to engage ideas in research in the social sciences and humanities.
Geographies of Empire - Robin A. Butlin 2009-07-02
How did the major European imperial powers and indigenous
populations experience imperialism and colonisation in the period
1880-1960? In this richly-illustrated comparative account, Robin Butlin
provides a comprehensive overview of the experiences of individual
European imperial powers - British, French, Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese,
Belgian, German and Italian - and the reactions of indigenous peoples.
He explores the complex processes and discourses of colonialism,
conquest and resistance from the height of empire through to
decolonisation and sets these within the dynamics of the globalisation of
political and economic power systems. He sheds new light on variations
in the timing, nature and locations of European colonisations and on key
themes such as exploration and geographical knowledge; maps and
mapping; demographics; land seizure and environmental modification;
transport and communications; and resistance and independence
movements. In so doing, he makes a major contribution to our
understanding of colonisation and the end of empire.
Imperial cities
- Felix Driver 2017-03-01
Imperial cities explores the influence of imperialism in the landscapes of
modern European cities including London, Paris, Rome, Vienna,
Marseilles, Glasgow and Seville. Examines large-scale architectural
schemes and monuments, including the Queen Victoria Memorial in
London and the Vittoriano in Rome. Focuses on imperial display
throughout the city, from spectacular exhibitions and ceremonies, to
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more private displays of empire in suburban gardens. Cconsiders the
changing cultural and political identities in the imperial city, looking
particularly at nationalism, masculinity and anti-imperialism.
Empire - Michael Hardt 2001-09-15
Imperialism as we knew it may be no more, but Empire is alive and well.
It is, as Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri demonstrate in this bold work,
the new political order of globalization. Their book shows how this
emerging Empire is fundamentally different from the imperialism of
European dominance and capitalist expansion in previous eras. Rather,
today's Empire draws on elements of U.S. constitutionalism, with its
tradition of hybrid identities and expanding frontiers. More than analysis,
Empire is also an unabashedly utopian work of political philosophy.
Muslim Zion - Faisal Devji 2013
Originally published: London: C.Hurst & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., 2013.
The SAGE Handbook of Geographical Knowledge - John A Agnew
2011-03-04
Broad in scope and edited by two massive names in geography, this is a
critical exploration of how the field has emerged and fared over the
course of its modern institutionalization.
Inland Shift - Juan De Lara 2018-04-17
Global goods and the infrastructure of desire -- The spatial politics of
Southern California's logistics regime -- Labor and the circuits of capital - Cyborg labor and the global logistics matrix -- Contesting contingency -Mapping the American dream -- Land, capital, and race -- Latinx frontiers
Missionary Travels
- David Livingstone 1913

time and space reveals the generic fluidity of such 'geographical' and
'historical' works. Furthermore, these broadly conceived accounts are
shown to be appropriate literary media for the response to Roman power.
They use, but transform, pre-existing Greek traditions in order to
describe the new world of Rome, making them fitting products of a
transitional age. This book provides a new approach to Roman
imperialism by considering its impact on historiography and
geographical thought.
Another Reason - Gyan Prakash 2020-06-23
Another Reason is a bold and innovative study of the intimate
relationship between science, colonialism, and the modern nation. Gyan
Prakash, one of the most influential historians of India writing today,
explores in fresh and unexpected ways the complexities, contradictions,
and profound importance of this relationship in the history of the
subcontinent. He reveals how science served simultaneously as an
instrument of empire and as a symbol of liberty, progress, and universal
reason--and how, in playing these dramatically different roles, it was
crucial to the emergence of the modern nation. Prakash ranges over two
hundred years of Indian history, from the early days of British rule to the
dawn of the postcolonial era. He begins by taking us into colonial
museums and exhibitions, where Indian arts, crafts, plants, animals, and
even people were categorized, labeled, and displayed in the name of
science. He shows how science gave the British the means to build
railways, canals, and bridges, to transform agriculture and the treatment
of disease, to reconstruct India's economy, and to transfigure India's
intellectual life--all to create a stable, rationalized, and profitable colony
under British domination. But Prakash points out that science also
represented freedom of thought and that for the British to use it to
practice despotism was a deeply contradictory enterprise. Seizing on this
contradiction, many of the colonized elite began to seek parallels and
precedents for scientific thought in India's own intellectual history,
creating a hybrid form of knowledge that combined western ideas with
local cultural and religious understanding. Their work disrupted
accepted notions of colonizer versus colonized, civilized versus savage,

Between Geography and History - Katherine Clarke 2000-01-13
The late Hellenistic period witnessed the rise of an imperial power whose
dominion extended across almost the whole known world. The Roman
empire radically affected geographical conceptions, evoking new ways of
describing the earth and of constructing its history. In this book the
writings of three literary figures of the age are explored: the History of
Polybius, two fragmentary works of Posidonius, and the universal
Geography of Strabo. Analysis in terms of the philosophical concepts of
geography-militant-cultures-of-exploration-and-empire
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modern versus traditional, and created a form of modernity that was at
once western and indigenous. Throughout, Prakash draws on major and
minor figures on both sides of the colonial divide, including Mahatma
Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, the nationalist historian and novelist Romesh
Chunder Dutt, Prafulla Chandra Ray (author of A History of Hindu
Chemistry), Rudyard Kipling, Lord Dalhousie, and John Stuart Mill. With
its deft combination of rich historical detail and vigorous new arguments
and interpretations, Another Reason will recast how we understand the
contradictory and colonial genealogy of the modern nation.
The Last Blank Spaces - Dane Kennedy 2013-03-01
The challenge of opening Africa and Australia to British imperial
influence fell to a coterie of proto-professional explorers who sought
knowledge, adventure, and fame but often experienced confusion, fear,
and failure. The Last Blank Spaces follows the arc of these explorations,
from idea to practice, intention to outcome, myth to reality.
The Geography of Thought - Richard Nisbett 2011-01-11
When Richard Nisbett showed an animated underwater scene to his
American students, they zeroed in on a big fish swimming among smaller
fish. Japanese subjects, on the other hand, made observations about the
background environment...and the different "seeings" are a clue to
profound underlying cognitive differences between Westerners and East
Asians. As Professor Nisbett shows in The Geography of Thought people
actually think - and even see - the world differently, because of differing
ecologies, social structures, philosophies, and educational systems that
date back to ancient Greece and China, and that have survived into the
modern world. As a result, East Asian thought is "holistic" - drawn to the
perceptual field as a whole, and to relations among objects and events
within that field. By comparison to Western modes of reasoning, East
Asian thought relies far less on categories, or on formal logic; it is
fundamentally dialectic, seeking a "middle way" between opposing
thoughts. By contrast, Westerners focus on salient objects or people, use
attributes to assign them to categories, and apply rules of formal logic to
understand their behaviour.
Geographical Thought - Anoop Nayak 2013-12-02
geography-militant-cultures-of-exploration-and-empire

Geographical Thought provides a clear and accessible introduction to the
key ideas and figures in human geography. The book provides an
essential introduction to the theories that have shaped the study of
societies and space. Opening with an exploration of the founding
concepts of human geography in the nineteenth century academy, the
authors examine the range of theoretical perspectives that have emerged
within human geography over the last century from feminist and marxist
scholarship, through to post-colonial and non-representational theories.
Each chapter contains insightful lines of argument that encourage
readers towards independent thinking and critical evaluation. Supporting
materials include a glossary, visual images, further reading suggestions
and dialogue boxes.
Tracing the Connected Narrative - Janice Cavell 2008-12-27
By the 1850s, journalists and readers alike perceived Britain's search for
the Northwest Passage as an ongoing story in the literary sense. Because
this 'story' appeared, like so many nineteenth-century novels, in a series
of installments in periodicals and reviews, it gained an appeal similar to
that of fiction. Tracing the Connected Narrative examines written
representations of nineteenth-century British expeditions to the
Canadian Arctic. It places Arctic narratives in the broader context of the
print culture of their time, especially periodical literature, which played
an important role in shaping the public's understanding of Arctic
exploration. Janice Cavell uncovers similarities between the presentation
of exploration reports in periodicals and the serialized fiction that, she
argues, predisposed readers to take an interest in the prolonged quest
for the Northwest Passage. Cavell examines the same parallel in relation
to the famous disappearance and subsequent search for the Franklin
expedition. After the fate of Sir John Franklin had finally been revealed,
the Illustrated London News printed a list of earlier articles on the
missing expedition, suggesting that the public might wish to re-read
them in order to 'trace the connected narrative' of this chapter in the
Arctic story. Through extensive research and reference to new archival
material, Cavell undertakes this task and, in the process, recaptures and
examines the experience of nineteenth-century readers.
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Romantic Geography - Yi-Fu Tuan 2013
Geography is useful, indeed necessary, to survival. Everyone must know
where to find food, water, and a place of rest, and, in the modern world,
all must make an effort to make the Earth -- our home -- habitable. But
much present-day geography lacks drama, with its maps and statistics,
descriptions and analysis, but no acts of chivalry, no sense of quest. Not
long ago, however, geography was romantic. Heroic explorers ventured
to forbidding environments -- oceans, mountains, forests, caves, deserts,
polar ice caps -- to test their power of endurance for reasons they
couldn't fully articulate. Why climb Everest? "Because it is there." In this
book, the author considers the human tendency -- stronger in some
cultures than in others -- to veer away from the middle ground of
common sense to embrace the polarized values of light and darkness,
high and low, chaos and form, mind and body. In so doing, venturesome
humans can find salvation in geographies that cater not so much to
survival needs (or even to good, comfortable living) as to the passionate
and romantic aspirations of their nature
Exploration - Stewart Angas Weaver 2015
This clear, succinct, and elegant contribution to the 'Very Short
Introductions' series surveys the history of global exploration and
assesses the motives, for good and ill, of those who undertook it. Stewart
Weaver traces the history of exploration from the first explorers
(including Polynesian and Micronesian peoples, the ancient Greeks,
Marco Polo, and Ibn BattÐta), to the European discover of America, the
Enlightenment and exploration (focusing on James Cook), and the race to
the north and south poles
Power and Pauperism - Felix Driver 2004-08-26
A new perspective on the place of the workhouse in the history and
geography of nineteenth-century society and social policy.
Prisoners of Geography - Tim Marshall 2016-10-11
First published in Great Britain in 2015 by Elliott and Thompson Limited.
Travels into Print - Innes M. Keighren 2015-05-11
In eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain, books of travel and
exploration were much more than simply the printed experiences of
geography-militant-cultures-of-exploration-and-empire

intrepid authors. They were works of both artistry and
industry—products of the complex, and often contested, relationships
between authors and editors, publishers and printers. These books
captivated the reading public and played a vital role in creating new
geographical truths. In an age of global wonder and of expanding
empires, there was no publisher more renowned for its travel books than
the House of John Murray. Drawing on detailed examination of the John
Murray Archive of manuscripts, images, and the firm’s correspondence
with its many authors—a list that included such illustrious explorers and
scientists as Charles Darwin and Charles Lyell, and literary giants like
Jane Austen, Lord Byron, and Sir Walter Scott—Travels into Print
considers how journeys of exploration became published accounts and
how travelers sought to demonstrate the faithfulness of their written
testimony and to secure their personal credibility. This fascinating study
in historical geography and book history takes modern readers on a
journey into the nature of exploration, the production of authority in
published travel narratives, and the creation of geographical
authorship—a journey bound together by the unifying force of a worldleading publisher.
The Colonial Present - Derek Gregory 2004-07-30
In this powerful and passionate critique of the 'war on terror' in
Afghanistan and its extensions into Palestine and Iraq, Derek Gregory
traces the long history of British and American involvements in the
Middle East and shows how colonial power continues to cast long
shadows over our own present. Argues the attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon on September 11 activated a series of political
and cultural responses that were profoundly colonial in nature. The first
analysis of the “war on terror” to connect events in Afghanistan,
Palestine, and Iraq. Traces the connections between geopolitics and the
lives of ordinary people. Richly illustrated and packed with empirical
detail.
Geography Militant - Felix Driver 2001
Hidden Histories of Exploration
- Felix Driver 2009
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personalities. Written in an engaging style, it introduces readers to the
key themes that have shaped Spain's history and culture. These include
its varied landscapes and climates; the impact of waves of diverse human
migrations; the importance of its location as a bridge between the
Atlantic and the Mediterranean and Europe and Africa; and religion,
particularly militant Catholic Christianity and its centuries of conflict
with Islam and Protestantism, as well as debates over the place of the
Church in modern Spain. Illustrations, maps, and a guide to further
reading, major cultural figures, and places to see, make the history of
this fascinating country come alive.
Culture and Imperialism
- Edward W. Said 2012-10-24
A landmark work from the author of Orientalism that explores the longoverlooked connections between the Western imperial endeavor and the
culture that both reflected and reinforced it. In the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, as the Western powers built empires that stretched
from Australia to the West Indies, Western artists created masterpieces
ranging from Mansfield Park to Heart of Darkness and Aida. Yet most
cultural critics continue to see these phenomena as separate. Edward
Said looks at these works alongside those of such writers as W. B. Yeats,
Chinua Achebe, and Salman Rushdie to show how subject peoples
produced their own vigorous cultures of opposition and resistance. Vast
in scope and stunning in its erudition, Culture and Imperialism reopens
the dialogue between literature and the life of its time.

This project takes a new look at the extensive historical collections of the
Royal Geographical Society (with IBG) by highlighting the role of
intermediaries and indigenous peoples in the history of exploration. Its
main focus will be a major exhibition to be held at the RGS-IBG, South
Kensington, from 15 October to 10 December 2009.The Society's
collections constitute a unique record of the history of global exploration
and cultural encounter. The exhibition will consider the ways in which
encounters between British explorers and indigenous peoples are
represented in these collections. It aims to challenge the perspective of
standard histories of exploration in which the contributions of 'locals' are
relegated to the margins.
Geography and Enlightenment- David N. Livingstone 1999-12-15
Exploring both the Enlightenment as a geographical phenomenon and
the place of geography in the Enlightenment, 14 papers from a July 1996
conference in Edinburgh survey the many ways in which the world of the
long 18th century was shaped through map, text, exploration, and
argument and within and across spatial and intellectual borders.
Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
A Concise History of Spain - William D. Phillips, Jr 2010-07-01
The rich cultural and political life of Spain has emerged from its complex
history, from the diversity of its peoples, and from continual contact with
outside influences. This book traces that history from prehistoric times to
the present, focusing particularly on culture, society, politics, and
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